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The APart CMSUB8 stereo ceiling subwoofer is designed to reproduce a fat and deep bass.
Featuring dual 8 ohms coils and incorporated passive filter circuitry, the CMSUB8 can be 
used in almost any situation where extra bass is needed at low to medium sound levels and 
where interior decoration does not permit the installation of a subwoofer cabinet.

This subwoofer is the ideal partner for all kinds of satellite speakers: small to medium APart 
CM speakers (CM3T, CM4T and many others) but also small cabinet speakers, such as the 
APart MASK4(T).

Due to the aluminum grille, this speaker is also suitable for use in humid conditions. 
Furthermore, thanks to its discrete design (identically to many of our CM speakers), you can 
enjoy high quality background music with plenty of bass.

Ideally, you should use the CMSUB8 in an active configuration, for example by using our 
Champ-4 amplifier with integrated active low- and highpass filters. In case you use the 
CMSUB8 in passive speaker systems, make sure the satellite speakers have their own 
highpass filters, for optimum blending with the CMSUB8 speaker.

If you need more bass or when the room is acoustically troublesome, add more CMSUB-8 
speakers and spread them across the area. The speaker is designed for infinite baffle use 
(e.g. into a ceiling), meaning that you don't need to build a backbox! (This speaker comes 
without backbox which avoids unwanted resonance.) When built into an enclosure (e.g. 
furniture), we recommend a closed box with minimum 20 liters of volume.

It is possible to use this loudspeaker in a 100V system. In that case, please use the 
additional T150 - 100V transformer.

Speaker type 8” dual coil, coated paper cone
Impedance 2 x 8 ohm
Frequency range 50 - 200 Hz
Program power 2 x 80 watts
Sensitivity 88 dB/1W/1m
Dimensions 246 x 106 mm
Cutout diameter 226 mm
Mounting depth 97 mm
Weight 2.1 kg
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